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ABSTRACT  

Since the success of its Revolution, Haiti has been consistently represented as the boogeyman in 

American nightmares. The nation’s repeated ability to resist (re-)colonization and rebel against 

domination has frequently resulted in fictional and filmic representations of Haiti as a place which 

violently and horrifically disrupts (white) Western authority. And yet, such fictions are never really 

about Haiti and the supposed threat or “problem” she poses. Rather, they repeatedly represent and 

engage in debates about how the U.S. might control Haiti. Haiti-as-monster in these fictions becomes 

a metaphorical tool to mirror the monstrosity of the U.S. and its previous political maneuvers, a tool 

to support modern forms of intervention, and a tool which enables philosophical debate on U.S. 

national identity. In truth, Haiti disappears in the very first moment it appears on screen or in text. As 

such, this presentation will examine three different films at different moments of U.S. intervention 

into Haiti to examine how and why the texts make Haiti disappear: White Zombie (1932), Zombies on 

Broadway (1945), and The Serpent and the Rainbow (1986). Each film appears at a moment of shift in 

U.S. political engagement with Haiti. More importantly, each film presents terminology and ideology 

the functions in the U.S. socio-political discourse of its era. 
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